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12. If you need a help or an support with the
software or with an error in the installation,
please see our FAQ : 13. To be able to use
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an active subscription in Visual Web
Developer. It is : A few moments. Ready to
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different cultures, different religions,
different beliefs, different situations, and
different life styles. The English language

has many differences too. Let's take a look
at some of the words below. They are not in
any order of importance. The most important
ones are: The spelling: Is it the penultimate
or the ultimate? Is it the prolonged kind of
word or the shortened kind of word? Any

changes to the pronunciation: Is it the front-
heavy kind of word or the back-heavy kind of
word? You can sound out some of the words
below if you don't know them. You can also

play a game to test your knowledge.
ALREADY: Is the letter E pronounced or is it a
vowel sound? (You might want to think about

this for a while before you answer.)
BEAUTIFUL: Is the letter I always pronounced

or the letter U always pronounced?
CRIMINAL: Is the letter E pronounced or is it

a vowel sound? (You might want to think
about this for a while before you answer.)
DIFFERENT: Do you say one T or two Ts?

DISAPPEAR: What do you
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